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"It's fine! We don't need to trouble the Thompsons over a few thugs," Leon shook his head and was about to reassure them

when the situation took a sudden turn.

Since Loen drove into a remote road, the black car took the opportunity to speed up and darted past Leon's car, before making a

sharp turn and stopping in the middle of the road a few meters away.

"Leon, don't stop the car. Just run them over and push their car out of the way!" Snow said decisively.

She knew that the people in the black car were likely sent by the Southern Boss and if Leon push the car out of the way, they

might all have a chance of escaping.

Though it sounded dangerous, it would still be better than waiting for their enemies to strike.

"Yeah!"

"Leon, we're ready! Just run into them directly!"

Iris and the other two agreed along, before shielding themselves with true energy so that they would not take any damage from

the impact.

"That won't be necessary!" Leon was amused by the anxious looks on their faces and stepped hard on the brake.

"Screech!"

Leon stopped his car steadily a meter away from the black car.

At the same time, the car behind him stopped abruptly as well.

Henry, Sherlyn, Mason, and the others were in the car and when they saw Leon stopping the car, they instantly sensed that

something was wrong and hurried out of the car to join Leon.

The car door opened and Leon stepped out confidently with Iris and the others.

"Leon, I told you to run them over. Why did you stop?" Snow pouted worriedly.

The other three were all concerned that Leon would suffer for not listening to them.

"Snow, it's fine! We're facing a few thugs at worst, so there’s nothing to worry about!" Leon smiled.

"But-"

Before Snow could argue, she was interrupted by the sound of dark chuckling.

"What an insolent brat! Leon Wolf, you're going to die today! How dare you act so arrogant?"

The Third, Fifth, and Sixth Guardians stepped out of the black car viciously.

The Third Guardian was an Almighty martial artist and had a much more terrifying presence compared to the Fifth and Sixth

Guardians, so anyone could tell that he was extremely formidable.
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